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`Abstract : We describe a parallel implementation of term rewriting for general left-linear term
rewriting systems. The program is written in the parallel object oriented language Po612.
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This research is about the implementatiori of, a term rewriting program in a,parallel object
oriented language. The language used is Pool2, member of afamily of parallel object oriented
languages developed at Philips Research Laboratories in. Eindhoven [A2, AX]. The possibility of
parallelization stems from the fact that usually there are a number of redexes (rewritable subterms) in
a term and these can, under certain conditions, be.rewritten simultaneously. The problem how to do
this, in. such a way of course that, there; is- a.real -gain in- performance compared with. a sequential
implementation, happens to be far from trivial. The problem is closely connected with the parallel
implementation of functional languages by means of graph rewriting [MvE, PH].
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Parallel Object Oriented Term Rewriting.

The main characteristic- of Pool (when making a remark which does not specifically pertain to
Poo12, we will say Pool, thereby'-denoting any of the languages of, the Pool family) is that objects,
being active, independent entities as usual in object oriented languages, may run in parallel. Such a
language makes it easy to express that, so to say, the terms rewrite themselves. The nodes of the term
graph are represented as active objects and each such object is busy trying to find out whether it is the
top of a redex and doing the rewrite if it is. This is the idea that we have implemented here. The idea
means that for every part of the algorithm one is looking from the point of view of an arbitrary node
at the rest of the term. It also means that one has to formulate a process for a node such that it
properly does all the possible rewritings, in cooperation with the nodes around him that are running
exactly the same process.

In this way we have obtained an implementation with moderate, speedups,, when, run on a
parallel machine, compared with, the same program on asngle processor machine.,

Acknowledgements.
Numerous people have made ' useful.remarks that lead to improvements in this paper and I

want to express my gratitude to all of them. The most important improvements were suggested by Jan
Bergstra, Marcel Beeinster and Henk MulIer

2. Context matters:

2.1 The Prisma project.
This research was done as part of the Prisma project [AKO]. The subject of this project is the

design and implementation of a distributed database machine. In cooperation with the DOOM project,
another project in the Philips Research Laboratories aiming at the construction .of.parallel computer
systems, the parallel object oriented language Poo12 was developed. This development took place, as
usual, in several stages, from Pool- 1, which was never implemented, via Pool-T, a stripped but
implementable version of Pool-1, to Pool-2, a general purpose language for the DOOM project, and
Pool-X, an extension of Pool-2, specifically aimed at its use in the Prisma distributed database
project.

The term rewriting research in the Prisma project is not directly involved in the design or the
implementation of the database machine. It is rather meant to increase the experience in writing
parallel programs and it is one of the test cases for the language. Pool. Therefore, the research in this
term rewriting study was focused on the implementation of a parallel term rewriting `program, a
program that can read in a term rewriting system (TRS) and-then-can. normalize terms, using the
rewrite rules of this TRS.

2.2 The language Pool.
The main objective in the design of Pool (Parallel Object Oriented Language) is evidently the

combination of parallelism and the object oriented programming style. The latter idea, has been
rigorously elaborated, for the first time and quite successfully, in the language Smalltalk [GR]. An
object in an object oriented language is an independent unit consisting of some private data and a
piece of program. It interacts with other objects exclusively by means of a communication
mechanism. Most notably, it is not possible for one object to access the data of another object,
otherwise than by using this communication mechanism.

As an object consists of both data and program code, it is in principle possible to write any
program using only a single, user defined,- object. Therefore, the only advantage of the object idea is
structure. As many years- of experience with object- oriented languages have, shown, objects are
indeed an excellent means to structure a program. Apart from the data encapsulation (each object has
its own private data) they have, in a very natural ---way, separation of, implementation and user
interface. The, usefinterface of an object consists of the list of possible messages one can send to it.
And, maybe even more important, one can have the -objects in reality, in the problem that the program.
is about, correspond to objects in the program. This leads to a very natural, so to say problem-driven=,
structuring of the program.

Doc. No. P0436 19-09-89
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Parallel Object Oriented Term Rewriting. 3

In Smalltalk, almost anything in a program is- an object. In Tool, the ,notion of an object is
much- more -restricted. One might say that only "those language constructs in a ,program, that
correspond to objects in reality, are-Pool objects,

Objects are grouped into classes. Two objects or instances of the same class (have the same
piece of program. and the same structure of the data. The data in an object is stored in anumber of
private variables, called instance variables. AA Pool program consists mainly of'the definition of a
number of-classes. At program execution, a number of objects of these classes are created. So,
objects only exist at runtime:

As we said before, objects only interact through a communication .mechanism, to the
exclusion of any other way (like sharing variables). Objects communicate by sending messages that
consist of a .message name and zero or more arguments. A message is in essence a request to another
object- to execute one of the procedures, defined in its class. Such procedures which can be invoked
as a message, are called methods. To say that an object executes a method means'that it uses its own
internal data when the method refers to an instance variable.

Most of this story holds for Smalltalk as well but a major difference is that Smalltalk is
essentially sequential. At any moment, there is only one object active or only one message on its way.
Moreover, in Smalltalk the execution of a method is the only activity of an object and this activity is
started by the reception of a message and ends at the returning of a result.

In Pool parallelism is introduced by-the, idea that all the objects may run in° parallel. Objects
can do this because they have a body, a--piece of program code, which they start to execute
immediately after their birth. Moreover, methods may contain statements-located after the statement
for the returning of a result; so a method -execution may go on after the. end of the communication. In
this way, lots of objects maybe active simultaneously. An object may be' receiving lots of -messages
from. other objects, which makes it necessary for every object to have` a queue for incoming
messages. The answering of messages is done explicitly in the code of an object by ANSWER
statements that also have some facilities to select messages from the queue. It is not always the oldest
message which is answered. Of course, an implementation does not need to follow this semantic
model and may try, at least for certain kinds of objects, to avoid this expensive queueing mechanism.

Objects have to be allocated at a processor at their creation. In a Pool2 program this can be
expressed by means of pragmas. Usually there are more objects than processors and each processor
obtains a number of objects- to execute. This takes processor scheduling in order to assure-that the
processor is assigned to every object that wants to do something, within `af"inite amount .of time.
Processor scheduling is not under programmers control:

2.2.1 Inheritance.
An important feature of Smalltalk is inheritance which makes it possible to define a class as an

extension of an already existing class (for instance Integers and Rationals are extensions of a class
Number which contains everything the different kinds of numbers have =in "common). In Smalltalk
this feature is all pervasive and software design in Smalltalk is entirely based on inheritance. It is a
major structuring tool for software systems. In Pool this feature would- be very handy too, but until
now one has not been able to include it in the language, one of the reasons being that in Smalltalk it is
not quite satisfactory either. Research on this point is still going on but for the time being, we
sometimes have to put the same piece of code more than -once°inthe source text.

Some of the effects of inheritance can be obtained by means of the Pool feature of
parameterized classes.

2.2.2 Garbage collection.
An implementation of Pool will inevitably require automatic garbage: collection. The rule to

distinguish garbage from non-garbage is that any object which can no longer influence the output of
the program and to which non-garbage objects have no reference, is considered garbage (the precise
definition is somewhat more involved, due to its recursive nature). It is to be noted that deadlocked
objects, e.g. a cycle of sending objects unknown to other objects, `is considered garbage and can
simply be removed by the garbage collector. This is possible because in the language, deadlock is not
defined as an error situation.

Doc. No. P0436 19-09-89
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2.3 The Pool-X interpreter and simulator. . . I -, 11

Currently there exist several, implementations of Pool-X (and thereby of the smaller language
Pool2). There exists an interpreter, running on any single processor Unix machine, . a Pool to C
compiler, and compilers for parallel prototype machines with 2 to 100, processors.

The interpreter is combined with a simulator which means that it can simulate and monitor the
execution of a user Pool program as if. run on a multi-processor machine. The number of processors
and even the topology of the network connecting the processors, can be entered as arguments to the
simulator. The simulator gives information about a number, of aspects concerning the way the
program makes use of the processors, like idle time, amount of communication between each pair of
processors, for each method the number of times it is sent locally and: the number of times it is sent to
an object on a different processor, etc.

2.3.1 Reliability of the simulator.
The simulator is based on a model of ,a parallel machine and a model of how this machine

executes a_ Pool program: In this -modeling, a number of constants are involved, like the travel time of
local messages or of inter-processor messages and many others, that will be different for different
machines. In, the simulator used for this paper, values for these- constants have been chosen that aim
at realistic results for the current prototype machines.

It, goes without saying that program execution on, a real, parallel machine is a very complex
process and an accurate simulation in software is almost impossible. Therefore the results of the
interpreter should be, interpreted rather qualitatively. For instance, a run time, of 3.8 msec is
meaningless on itself. It only makes sense when compared with other run times; produced by the
simulator, showing for. instance that a different version of a program runs slower of faster. The
results of the interpreter are reliable mainly in the sense that the results are in good accordance with
what one would expect.

Future hardware and future optimizing compilers for Pool will be so different from current
versions that simply a different set of values for the constants in the simulator will not suffice to
update it. So the usefulness of the present_simulatorinevitably.will gradually decrease.-

We will illustrate the simulator by means of two programs, simple enough to allow accurate
prediction. of their behavior. The first one has almost no communication, the, second one consists of
two objects that do almost nothing else but communicate. We regret that it would take us too far to
explain Pool in such detail that the source texts would become readable to users without prior
knowledge of the language Pool. `We include source texts mainly because most of the readers will be
acquainted to Pool.

Example 1, LocalLoo,ps :-

IMPL UNIT LocalLoops
USE File IO Simulator ,Nodes

GLOBAL driver :== Driver.new.O (*ALLOC AT .0*)
loopsize := 1000,0. _

CLASS Driver
BODY

FOR i FROM 1 TO 9 DO
Looper. . new () (*ALLQC .. AT - i.* )

OD;
YDOB

END Driver

CLASS Looper
BODY
FOR i FROM 1 TO loopsize DO
OD

YDOB

Doc. No. P0436 19-09-89
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Execution of this program is as follows, a Driver object is created and allocated on processor 0. This
driver creates 9 Looper objects that have no-other activity than executing an empty loop. They are
allocated on processors 1 through 9. When we run this program by means of the simulator on a 10
node machine, the driver and each Looper object .will be allocated on a different processor. The driver
creates the Looper objects one after the other. Each Looper object, therefore starts and ends a constant
amount of time later than ,the one previously created. Each processor running one of the Looper
objects has an idle time equal to the time that the driver spends on creating the 9 Looper objects. This
is expressed in the simulator text output by a speedup of 7.43 and the Looper object processors are
used for 82 % (see appendix 9.2). ,. ,

Example 2, . PingPong

IMPL -UNIT PingPong°

USE Nodes

GLOBAL objl PingPonger.new(1,)
obj2 := PingPonger.new(2)
loopsize := 10000

CLASS PingPonger

NEWPAR (name -Int)

VAR v : Int

METHOD take(i : Int) PingPonger
BEGIN v := i; RESULT SELF
END take.

BODY
IF name = 1 THEN
FOR j FROM 1 TO loopsiz_e DO

obj2 .! take (j) ;
ANSWER (take)

OD
ELSE
FOR j FROM 1 TO loopsize DO

ANSWER( take);
objl ! take(j)

OD
FI
YDOB

END PingPonger

1*)

In this program two global objects are created that have no other activity than sending numbers back
and forth between them. If there are at least two processors, the objects are allocated on different
ones.

Running this program on 2 processors turns out to be slower than on 1.. When a PingPonger
object has sent a message, it has to wait for the answer and its processor has no other objects to
execute.This means that there is at least no gain in using 2 processors. Moreover, when using 2
processors, all the communication becomes inter-processor communication which is slower than

Doc. No. P0436 19-09-89
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communication between objects on one' and the same processor. The simulator output shows that
execution on 2 processors takes about 4 times as long as on 1, processor. About 60% of the run time
on 2 processors is spent on idleness, the remaining: excess time is due to the slower =inter-processor
communication .(see appendix 9:3).

3. Term rewriting 'systems:

3.1 Terms consist of a"symbol (the head or main symbol), possibly followed by a number of
other terms;the arguments. Aterm= is denoted by =writing! the head symbol, followed by- the
arguments between brackets and separated by comma's : f( k(a, c), g(a, b, c, f(d, e))) The number
of "arguments following a symbol is called its arity. In our term rewriting systems, (TRS's in the
sequel) , each 'symbol will always have the same arity; in some other systems like the language
Prolog, the arity may vary. Often a term is denoted in operator notation, either prefix, infix or
postfix. Then the brackets may be omitted and the head symbol is put in front of its unique argument,
in between its two arguments or behind its unique argument respectively.

Term rewriting systems occur at several places in computer science. For instance in the theory
of algebraic specifications, TRS's are used to make a specification executable. The subject is closely
connected to the theory of functional languages. It is part of the theory of graph rewriting as evidently
each term can be represented as a graph. Graph rewriting adds the possibility of subterm sharing and
of the finite representation of infinite terms.

A (non-typed) TRS consists of an alphabet (an enumeration of the symbols and their arity in
the TRS) and a set of rewrite rules. A rewrite rule consists of an ordered pair of terms, often denoted
by an equation of the two terms. As a means to write down TRSs formally (machine readable) we
will be using a formalism called ASF (Algebraic Specification Formalism, [BHK]), although we will
only be using `a small part of it.

3.2 One of the TRS's we use in this report is about natural numbers represented by means of the
successor function S. It is called NAT

-- Module NAT for natural numbers implemented with successor
function.

module NAT
begin

exports
begin

sorts N
functions

end
variables

m, n : -> N
equations
[1] m + 0
[2] m + S (n)[

31
m * :0` . , }.

[4] m, * S (n)
[5] m 0.

[6] m S, ('n l
end NAT

0 . -> N
S : N -> N

:N-#N->N
* :N#N_>N

:N#N->N

Doc. No. P0436 19-09-89
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Most of this ASF module is not relevant for the present purpose of illustrating a term rewriting
system, only the equations are. Numbers are represented in this TRS by expressions like 0, S(O),
S(S(O)) etc. (denoting 0, 1, 2 etc.). In the equations, one can see definitions of the arithmetical
operations +, * and A (exponentiation). Here are the rewrites for 2 + 2 :

S(S(O)) + S(S(O)) --> S(S(S(O)) + S(O)) --> S(S(S(S(O)) + 0)) _-> S(S(S(S'(0)))).

3.3 Of course one can also express in a TRS the decimal or binary notation for numbers and the
arithmetic connected with this notation, although decimal is somewhat cumbersome due to the long
addition and multiplication tables involved. Below we give the TRS BinNum for binary numbers and
the arithmetic operations that are closed for the natural numbers (addition, multiplication,
exponentiation; not subtraction or division). Numbers cannot be notated in the usual way although the
difference is just that the invisible operator used in the usual notation has to be made visible in the
ASF formalism. The operator I denotes this usually invisible operator. It can be defined by

x l y = 2 *x + y (for binary numbers, 10*x + y for decimal numbers)

Operators in ASF happen to be left-associative which is exactly what we need in order to write down
numbers without brackets : 1101011 = 1001.

-- Module BinNum, binary numbers.

module BinNum
begin

exports
begin

sorts N
functions -> N

N

N#N -> N -- xlylz denotes the number with
- digits xyz.
-- I

is left associative.
+ : N#N -> N

N#N -> N
N#N -> N

0

1 :

end
variables

x, Y, z, w : -> N

equations
[1] 0 1 x=x
[2] x I (y I z) = (x + y) I z[3] x+0=x[4] 0+x=x
[5] 1 + 1 = 1 1 0`
[6] 1 +' (x I y) = x I (y + 1)
[7] (x I y) + 1 = x I (y + 1)
[81 (x I Y) + (z I 0) = (x + z )

I y
[9] (x I y) + (z I 1) = (x + z ) I (Y 4- 1)
[10] x * 0 = 0
[11] 0 * x = 0
[12] x * 1 = x
[13) 1 * x = x
[19] x

1 0* (y 1
0) = x * y

1
0

1
0

[15] x 1 1 (y
1 0) = x * y

1 y 1 0
[16] x

1 0* (y 1
1) = x * y I x 1 0

Doc. No. P0436 19-09-89
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[17] x 1 1 * ( y 1

[18] x ^ 0 1
[19] x 1 =. x

[20] 0 x = 0
[21] 1 ^ x = 1

1) x * y 'I (x + y) I1

-- order dependenc

[22] x ^ (y I 4) = (x * x)
[23] x ^ (y-1 1')"= (x'.* x

->

Some 4,ewrite_rules may seem superfluous (like rule 21) but they make the rewrite. system more
efficient.

3.4j:,.. The TRS B nNum has rather ,bad parallelism properties as we will see in; section 6. The
following system.about the Fibonacci numbers is a well known test case for parallelism in functional
language implementations. It is the straightforward implementation of the recursive definition of the
Fibonacci numbers where the computation of Fibo(n) takes about Fibo(n) calls to Fibo in a way
which gives a reduction in this system good parallelism properties. This system would be
cumbersome in combination with NAT (normal :forms too long), therefore we express-Fibo in the
binary numbers defined in BinNum. We only have to, add subtraction of-J-1-and- subtraction. of 2. Of
course parts not needed from BinNum are omitted.

-- Module Fibomodule-j- binary

module Fibomodule
begin

-exports
begin

sorts N
functions

end
variables

x, y, z : -> N

the number with

-- I is left associative
N#N -> N

: N#N -> N

-- digits xyz

equations
[1] 0 1 x = x
[2] x I (y i z) (x y-)

I z
[3] x.+ 0 = x
[4] 0 + tx = x
[5] 1 + 1 = `1 1 0
[6] 1 + (x I y) = x 1 (y + 1)
[7] (x I y) + 1 = x I (y + 1)
[8] (x I y) + (z l 0) _ (x + z )_ l
[9] (x- I Y) + (z 11) _ (x + z ) I

[10] 1 - 1 = 0
[11] x 1 0 1 x- 1

I 1
[12] x 1 1 1 x 1 0-

[13] x 1 0 - (1
1

0) _ (x - 1) 1 0
[14] x l 1 - (1 1 0) _ (x - 1) 1 1.

N

^

number's-

1 -> N
Fibo : N --> N-

1
N#N -> I xlYlz denotes

0

Y.
(y + 1)

Doc. No. P0436 19-09-89
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[15] Fibo(O) =-.1

[16] Fibo (1) = 1
[17]- Fibo (x)- = F-.ibo (x '-- 1) V"ibo- (.%, -7 (1 1 0) )

end Fibomodule

9

3.5 Term,. rewriting, is itself apure kind of computation and. many other kinds of computation can
be expressed as a TRS (of course all kinds of computation can be expressed as a TRS but many kinds
even elegantly), especially many kinds of mathematical symbol manipulation. The following is a
simple example of a TRS used for this; purpose. It is about the differentiation of expressions,
denoting real valued:functions_

-- ASF module for differentiating expressions
-- denoting real-valued functions...

module Diff
begin
sorts Func
functions

D

*

A

-Fund -> =F- inc-
Func -> Func
Func#Func ->
Func#Func ->
Func#Func ->
Func#Func ->

.o. Func#Func ->
id . -> Func
0 . -> Func
1 . -> Func
2 -> Func

exp . -> Func
In
sin -> Func
cos -> Func
tg -> Func

equations-
-- remember o
[ 1 ] D (id)
[2] D (0)
[3] D (1)
[4]. D.(2)
[5] D (exp)
[=6]- D (ln)
[7 ] D

(siri).

18) D (co s)'
[9] D(tg)
[ 101 D '(-° U)
[111" D- (u=-+--v):
[121 D (u * v)
[131 D `(u / V),=

[141 D (.u A v)

Func
Func
Func
Func
Func function composition
the identity function
constant function, like two next

erators ", . in AS's,- are left associative !

1
0

= 0
0

,= exp
- -1 % id

cos
s<in=:

1 / (cos
D(u)

D(u) `+D(v=-)
= D(u)` 'v + (u * b(v))

(D (U) * v ± (u *'D(v))) / (v ^ 2)
(u' A (v + 1)) * D(u)

(u V. * (ln o u) * D (v)

Doc. No. P0436 19-09-89
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[15] D (u .o. v) = D(u) .o. v *.D(v)

-- the remaining equations serve
-- simplifying expressions.

[]. 6] id . o. u
[17] u o. id
[18] -0
; [19 ] >_. u
[2 01 10 +-: u
,[21),,'u + 0-
[221 1 + 1
[23] 2 + -1
[24] -1. + 2
[25] 0 * u
[26] u * 0
[27] .1 * u.
[28] u * 1
[29] 0 / u
[30] u / 1
[311 0 u
[32] u 0
[33] 1 u
[34] u 1
[35] 0 o. u
[36] 1 o. u
[37-] 2 o. u
[38] exp .o.. 0.

[39] In o. 1
[40] sin .o. 0
[41] cos o 0
[42] tg o. 0
[43] u + v + w
[44] u * v * w

end Diff

the purpose of

= 1 --here is an order depende.ncy:0"0, 0
= 1 s

U
0

= 1
2

= 1
0

0111

= 1
= 0

u + (v+w)
U * (v*w)

10

We restrict ourselves in this system to the first 3 natural numbers in order to avoid the inclusion. of
BinNum which would make the parallelism properties of this system even worse than they already
are. This is one reason, why the simplifying part of this TRS does only a part of the simplifications a
human mathematician might propose. We hope that the TRS is mainly self explanatory. Of course
we are working here exclusively, with expressions denoting functions in a variable-free way. 1
denotes the constant function 1. Function application is expressed by, composition of the function
with a constant function.

Currently, there are a number of commercially available programs for symbol manipulation
(ref. [FB]),, Macsyma (Symbolics Inc., Cambridge, Mass.) being one of the oldest and most
comprehensive. Recently the program Mathematica (Wolfram Research Inc.) was released, which
uses term rewriting as its basic mechanism. Differentiation, integration, polynomial manipulation and
many other common mathematical symbolic computations, can be done by this program, by means; of
explicit term rewriting systems supplied for these applications--,

As one can see in the example above, some kinds of symbol, manipulations can hardly obtain a
more direct. expression than by means of a TRS. But of course, other computations, like integer
arithmetic, cannot efficiently be expressed in a TRS. Mathematica has solved this by giving the
possibility to add on many other kinds of computation systems to the term rewriting kernel.

Yet another point is illustrated by the Diff example; In the theory of TRS's, there are a number
of popular restrictions. Theorems about TRS's often require. the systems, to have properties like being

Doc. No. P0436 19-09-89
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left-linear (left hand side term (lhs for short) of rules contains each variable only once), or strongly
normalizing or non-ambiguous or confluent, etc. In the Diff system, one can see that the non-
ambiguity no longer applies. And one would very much like to write down non-left-linear rules like u
+ u = 2 * u (although of course the semantics of such rules is rather involved). To our impression,
these requirements are not very realistic. Real life TRS's may very well have none of these
properties.

A real life TRS, for instance one about mathematical symbol manipulation will probably
contain thousands of rewrite rules, reflecting the knowledge of a human mathematician. Such an
amount of rules will need the kind of structuring that only a database machine can offer. Programs for
symbol manipulation are already in widespread use and will only become more important in the
future. Therefore such programs, based on term rewriting might become an important application on
the Prisma database machine, especially if the parallelism properties can be developed to an
interesting level.

3.6 The next TRS is a system which is on itself meaningless (even nonsensical as the rhs's can be
rewritten) but is designed to have good parallelism properties as a typical reduction creates a large
number of independent redexes.

module TRS3
begin
sorts N
functions b : N# N# N# N -> N

d N # N # N # N -> N
f N # N # N # N -> N
h N # N # N # N -> N
j N # N # N # N -> N.
a : -> N
C : -> N ,

e : -> N
g -> N
i . -> N
k : -> N
1 : -> N
m . -> N
n . -> N
p . -> N
q -> N
r . -> N

equations
[1] a = b(c,c,C,c)
[2] c = d(e,e,e,e)
[3] e = f(g,g,g,g)
[4] g = h(i,i,i,i)
[5] i = j(k,k,k,k).
[6] k = 1
[7] j(1,1,1,1) = m
[8] h(m,m,m,m) = n
[9] f(n,n,n,n) = p
[10] d(p,p,p,p) = q
[11]
end

b(q,q,q,q)
TRS3

= r"

This TRS has a number of properties that make it interesting as a test case. The system does not make
use of variables. It needs only shallow pattern matching (1 or 2 layers deep). The terms a, c, e, g, i
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and k can-be used as starting terms-and then it is perfectly clear what is going to happen. The size of
the terms involved in the rewriting process, is perfectly predictable and increases from one symbol in
the case of starting term k to.1365 symbols in :the case of the, starting term. a. The system has excellent
parallelism properties, not only. .by the large -amount of redexes that are created= in the rewriting
process but also. by the low amount of communication that the. rewritingrequires.-

. lisrn.

4.1. We restrict ourselves here to- the hind of parallelism that denotes the situation where several
equal processors are working on a single problem: The purpose of this kind of parallelism is simply
speed improvement. Other kinds of parallelism do occur of course ,like the inevitable parallelism in an
operating system. But these are often kinds of parallelism with only a limited amount of
communication.

Writing a parallel program instead of=a'sequential one for a specific problem usually turns out
to be substantially more difficult (if one, really wants to: achieve a -speed improvement), for the
following reasons:

the hardware is more complicated;
the state space is more complicated;
parallelism introduces an extensive amount of non-determinacy;
parallelism tends to be useful only for specific kinds of problems:

These reasons lead to further difficulties :

formal verification is both more needed and more difficult; S
debugging and testing take longer,
the typical parallelism bugs (occurring only once in a while and badly reproducible).

We do not want to be too pessimistic about parallelism. If an application can bee split up into a number
of parts that do not communicate or communicate only very little, then its parallel treatment is easy.
And such applications occur rather often. One may also wonder which of the problems listed above
are present day problems and which will always remain. In our view, parallel programming will
always remain more difficult than sequential but the prospect of speed improvement will be a decisive
advantage. Another important question is whether in the future it will be possible to obtain some
useful amount of parallelism in an automatic way for an arbitrary problem. Nothing has been
achieved in this area until now., On the contrary, even for a single problem this is often far from
trivial.

It,

4.2 Writing a parallel program.
In this paper we only need to deal with the. problem of minimizing run time (and' not for

instance 'with minimizing user waiting time in a multi-user operating system).
We consider an arbitrary problem that can be solved by computer, and wewill call the work to

be done for this problem, a task. Parallelizing this task means to write a program for it such that it can
be. executed on several processors simultaneously. Apart from the work that a sequential
implementation would take, this parallelizing leads to some extra work. The task has to be split up
into subtasks, these smaller tasks must be distributed over the available processors and after a while
the answers must be collected. This splitting up, distributing and collecting is something that usually
takes place continuously during the run time of a task. Apart from these additions to the sequential
code, "it is also sometimes necessary to choose- different{algorithms and data structures than in the
sequential implementation, because they allow a better parallelization.

In the typical situation one has more,subtasks than processors Each processor is assigned
several subtasks to execute and has to switch context (temporarily leaving one subtask and taking up
some other subtask) according to someschedule (a fairness-schedule, the tasks should be treated fair,
and receive at least enough attention to proceed (when they can) within a finite amount of time). It can
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occur.that a processor does riot have any tasks that can do. something useful, e.g. they .are all waiting
for an answer. Or the processor does not have 'any tasks at all. The time a processor spends in. this
kind of waiting is called idle time.

Usually during: its life time, -atask jwill- regularly need data from other tasks or .will have to
interact for other reasons,-for instance because of sharing some common resource. This will require
communication, often. synchronously, ((the, task cannot proceed -before the result is returned),
sometimes asynchronously. This communication may be with -tasks on the same. processor or on a
different-processor.. Most .often, inter-processor communication is more expensive than on- one and
.the same processor. (Apart from a probable shortage, of processors, this is the= reason why putting
each subtask on a separate processor is not optimal).

This makes parallel programming a balancing of the -following (non-exhaustive list, of)
aspects:

adaptations in the algorithms `and data structures;
o reduction of parallelism overhead : communication, splitting, distributing, collectin

reducing idle time;
increasing the number of processors involved;
reducing complexity.

In addition one has to take care that no 'deadlocks and no starvation occur.-'One of the main reasons
why parallelizing'a task turns out to be so difficult is that none of these aspects can be maximized or
minimized on its own. Simply taking the most efficient algorithms and data structures often reduces
the amount of parallelism in the problem. The parallelism overhead is usually rather expensive and
should be watched carefully but less overhead often means less parallelism. Idle time can be as
serious a problem as the overhead. And in,this process of finding a good balance for a program,
complexity often happens to increase but should be kept within certain limits though. A slightly faster
but much more complex program is of little value.

The two most important primitives in writing a parallel program are-
assigning tasks to processors (task allocation);
assigning processors to tasks (task scheduling).

Task scheduling is first of all responsible for avoiding starvation.- Each ready task (a task that
can do something and is not waiting for an answer or terminated) of a processor should obtain the
processor within a finite amount of time. Task scheduling may also be used to reduce idle time on
other" processors,- for instance by giving priority to tasks that have to answer a non-local
communication. Moreover, some tasks may have to meet real time requirements, like the clock on the
desk top of a work station. Such a task cannot simply wait for half an hour to get the processor.

Task allocation is first of all used to increase the number of processors involved. One can use
it to reduceinter-processor communication time. Two tasks that communicate heavily with each other
can best be put on the same, processor (if there are no other objectives. to meet). Each .;processor
should be kept at work=as much as possible. In the ideal situation, a processor always has a ready
task. The total amount of work should be distributed somewhat equally over the available processors,
in order that starting and -termination times doonot differ too.strongly.

Y

4.3 Parallelism in 'Fool.
In Pool, tasks are mainly identical to user defined objects. Considering the present version of

Pool, we see that task allocation on processors is fully under control of the programmer by means of
pragmas. Object scheduling however is not. ,One can influence the contents of the queue of ready
objects to some extent, but one cannot influence` which; object is selected, from this queue.

If object scheduling is not under programmer's control, the language implementor has to find
a satisfactory, solution. To our impression, object scheduling has an important influence on the run
time and is sufficiently problem-specific that such a satisfactory general solution is doubtful. The two
most obvious possible additions to the language would be a swap out command (which forces the
processor to temporarily stop execution, on the object) and some mechanism to indicate that a certain
part of the code should be executed without scheduling interrupts. These features are practically
indispensable when you want to add monitoring code to your program. The importance of this
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purpose should not be underestimated. It is often hard to find out what is going on in a parallel
program.

4.4 Execution run = program + input + state of environment.
Yet another important problem should be mentioned here. Even if one has excellent means to

express parallelism in a programming language, one still is faced with the fact expressed in the title
equation of this section. The environment is probably not so important and can be left out of
consideration here. It is the execution run that has to show a fair amount of parallelism. Instructions
about how this parallelism should be organized can only be given in the program. But some
programs, like compilers and term rewriting programs, can take an arbitrarily complex input. So the
parallelism instructions in the program have to allow for an arbitrarily complex input. As this
parallelization is itself a rather complex operation it is probably impossible and at least very difficult to
give a good solution for such an arbitrary input.

5. The Term Rewriting Program.

5.1 The main idea of our rewriting algorithm is that the terms rewrites themselves. There is not a
separate program working on a term graph but each node of the term graph is doing the matching and
possible rewriting itself. This is an obvious idea in an object oriented language where you can
represent a term graph by means of active node objects. And this idea leaves open many different
kinds of rewriting strategies and strategies for distributing subterms over the available processors.

The program can handle arbitrary left-linear TRS's composed of straight equations (not
conditional equations). The TRS's may be ambiguous. Ambiguity is then resolved by the order of the
equations.

The source of the essential part of the program can be found in the appendix. We have done
our best to add enough comment to make it readable. First of all, one should read the description of
the program in the present section of course.

5.2 Overall execution.
The program starts with reading and parsing a term rewriting system, specified in ASF, as

explained in section 3. Then a number of terms to be normalized are read from a terms file. Each of
these terms is printed on an output file, the terms are normalized and the normal forms are also
printed on the output file.

5.3 The use of ASF.
ASF has the advantage that one can express TRS's in a machine readable and modularized

form (it can split up an algebraic specification in a way comparable to the way one can split up a
program in the language Modula-2). A TRS is represented as an algebraic specification in the usual
way. The rewrite rules are written as equations and these equations should be interpreted as rewrite
rules from left to right. In the long run, the use of ASF will have the advantage that the library of
available TRSs in ASF is accessible.

In order to keep the amount of programming on the ASF parser limited, we have left out the
ASF overloading feature, the possibility to denote several different functions or operators by the same
symbol. The distinction between the different meanings is then made on the basis of type information
from the context of the symbol. Leaving out this feature means effectively that the whole typing
business can be left out. This is a considerable simplification which is possible because type
information is not used in the rewriting process. Even in a typed TRS, the type information is not
used. in a straightforward rewriting strategy. It might be used in some optimization trick but this is not
done in our program. Moreover, considering the type information as a function from the symbols in
the signature of the TRS to words, formed out of a set of type values, a TRS may allow many
different typing functions and if such a function is used for optimization, it might as well be some
other function instead of the typing function given in the ASF specification.
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5.31 -Parsing ASF.
With a slight change in the grammar of ASF, :' it becomes parsable in,--"4_-top- down way. We

have been using the version of ASF described :in [BHK] (1987). In section 21- of this paper, a
context free grammar is given in which terms:-are defined as

<term> [<term> <operator>]

This is obviously left recursive, which might suggest the- impossibility` to parse ASF in a top-down
way, -but it is easy to show that

<term> <primary> [<operator> <term>]

The new grammar defines the same set of terms and it allows a- straightforward top :down parser.
The grammar also contains the -rule

<term>r -operator>' <pr mary>

This rule "would make it impossible to write down e.g. -1. The authors v have, told -me that, this is an
ordinary bug, the rule should be replaced.by- w; _ . A

<primary> <operator> <pr mary>-

Somewhat more problematic is the lexical scanning of ASF. Due to. the excessive use of the
minus symbol, this takes arbitrarily long look ahead.

5.4 Representation off' terms.
The program uses two different ways of representing terms. The terms that are supposed to

rewrite themselves are, represented by so-called active term objects, the others, used for instance in
representing the rewrite rules, by passive term objects. As far as the data is concerned; both are the
usual object oriented, -directed-graph representations : each node of the graph is an-object and contains
variables for, among some-other stuff, the function:symbol: and the array of child terms (direct
subgraphs). Initially this are trees but in the case of the active terms, in the course of the rewriting
process, such a tree may change into a (non=tree) acyclic directed subgraph due to subterm"sharing.-,

Itis the process of an active term object (or simply active term) which makes it different from
passive terms. Active terms have. a body and a number of methods to do the matching and= rewriting.
This process will be described in more detail below.

5.5 Representation of rewrite rules
The set of rewrite rules generated by the parserarein essence, represented as an'array of pairs

of passive terms. Due to some preprocessing applied to the rewrite rules, each of themis actually
represented as a 4-tuple of two passive terms and two integers. The passive terms are of course- the
left and right hand side terms (lhs, rhs in the sequel), the first integer denotes: the number of variables
in-the Ihs term, the second integer denotes the sequence number of the equation in the rewrite system
before any preprocessing .is applied The TRS's may be ambiguous, therefore the ordering of rewrite
rules. is significant as this ordering is used to resolve the ambiguity.

There are several preprocessing steps. First the variables in the Ihs term that do not occur in
the rhs term, loose their status of variable- and become just constants which of course never will---occur-
in any term to be normalized. Then for each rule the remaining -variables (which we will call needed
variables) are counted and then. in both Ihs and rhs terms replaced: by index numbers.- Per rule; these
index numbers range from f t6-the number of variables in the lh`s- term. In the rewriting process,
when the values of the variables in the Ihs term have to'be.determined, this. will have the following
advantage`: these values will. be gathered and stored in an array and these index numbers representing
the variables can =then be used as index. numbers in this -array. Retrieval of these values, when
constructing .the rhs term- can, now -be done without searching. In order to avoid unnecessary
accessing of subterms, when gathering the variable values, each passive term has a boolean instance
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variable which is set to true if the term contains any needed variables. All this canf:only,be. done
because of the left-linearity of the TRSs we consider.-

The next preprocessing, step is the sorting .of rules, first on their lhs .top; function symbol, then
on- their original -ordering This results in-,,, an ordering in which the rules with the same lhs top
function symbol are located in- a contiguous block but within such, a block, the original ordering is
retained. This is significant because TRS's may be ambiguous. Once the array, of rules is such that
rules with the same lhs top function symbol occupy a contiguous block, one can; make a table, in the
form of an array (we -will call this. array the block indexes array), indexed with :function symbols (in
the program they are actually integers, so this,, is no problem), in which the pair of starting index and
end index of these. blocks in the array.of rewrite rules are stored. This has the obvious advantage that
an active; term object, searching for- ann. applicable rewrite rule, can restrict itself to those rules that at
least have. the proper lhs, top symbol.

Of both the sorted rewrite rules array and the block indexes array, copies are distributed over
the processors. These copies are organized in two arrays which are declared as globals and are
therefore automatically known by every object. Each active term object has a reference the copy on its
own processor, so access to the rewrite rules and the block indexes array is a local affair.

5:.6.1 The rewriting process.
Once the TRS is read in and parsed and the, rewrite rules are processed asdescribedlabove, the

program starts to read a file with terms to be normalized. Each of these terms is parsed into a passive
term which is printed on the output file. Then an active copy is made of this passive, term and when
this copy has finished normalizing itself, the normal form is also written on the output file.

Now we are going to describe the process that each node of an.activeterm executes in order to
become normalized, Each such node has two tasks.::.

finding and applying applicable rewrite rules;
helping his parent with his two tasks.

It is an important design decision (important does not necessarily imply good!) thatthe second task is
only taken up strictly after the first task has been. completed. One advantage of this decision is at least
that it greatly, simplifies the rewriting: process:. The main disadvantage, a decrease: _of the amount of
possible parallelism. Another disadvantage is illustrated, by the rewrite rule:

sgaure_root, .`(square - x) = .

This decision makes it impossible that°the useless work of "square _x " be prevented.
Before we go on with describing these two tasks, we, must first describe the way by which

superfluous parts of the graph are removed.

5.6.2 Reference counting and removal of superfluous nodes.
-In the rewriting process, it can occur that parts of the term graph become superfluous. For

instance in a TRS for integers with the multiply- operation, an operand of a multiply becomes
superfluous when the other operand turns. out to be zero In some TRS's such a situation may even
occur very often. It is therefore practically inevitable to have a mechanism in the rewriting process by
which such superfluous work is removed. This mechanism has no influence on the output of the
program,, it only prevents some useless work.. It works in close cooperation with the garbage
collection of the Pool-2 system as described in section 2.2.2. The other important ingredient in this
mechanism is of course reference counting. .As we will see later on, the term trees may become
directed graphs due to subterm sharing. This happens exactly then when a variable occurs more than
once in the rhs of the applicable rewrite rule. It is only the parent that can decide that it no longer
needs one of its children. But all that a parent can do is sending a message to its child that it no longer
needs it and then remove the reference to this child. The child may still be useful for some other
parents. The common way to implement this is to let the child count the number of references that are
pointing to it. A parent that, wants to remove such a reference should send a reference-minus 1
message. Each parent that obtains a reference to a child should send a reference-plus 1 message
(except when the child is created, then the reference count,is, automatically put to 1). Both kinds of
reference messages are sent asynchronously _,.
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Now about: the receiving party in °the reference messages. mechanism. Each node has an
instance variable for the reference count. Anode is always sensitive for reference messages, even
during task 1 of the rewriting process, when it does not answer.any other messages. This being
sensitive to reference messages. is implemented= by regular conditional answer statements in the
program code of an active term node. As soon as the reference count variable becomes zero,, the node
can stop its rewriting activities but should allow for pending reference-plus 1 messages. It therefore
enters a while-loop which can only be left when the reference count is positive and the body of which
consists of. an ANSWER statement-.for reference-plus 1: and minus 1 messages. In case the node has
indeed become unknown by all other nodes, it is an --answering node. to which no references exist any
longer. Such nodes are automatically removed by the garbage collector. But there is one other
complication. If a node is removed by the garbage collector, its children effectively loose a reference
and should be made aware of this. To this end a node whose reference count drops below 1 first
sends a reference-minus.1 message-toeach of its children. As long as it stillexists, these children are
not threatened by the garbage, collector -because- there still exists a reference to them. When the
reference count becomes positive again, the node sends reference=plusI messages to its children and

hind withgoes on
with"

its other duties. When however the node is removed, the children are left be
the right reference count. If nobody else is interested. in them, they too have. .a reference count less
than 1, are therefore waiting in an ANSWER statement, and Will be removed by the garbage collector.

5.6.3 Description of task, one.
Immediately after its creation, an active term node (which we will call here=the node) starts

with task 1 of the rewriting process.(apart from some initialization), Task 1 consists of repeatedly
searching for an applicable rewrite- rule and, -having found one, doing the rewriting.This. is repeated
until the term ,object can be sure that no rewrite will ever be possible any more This state is called
head normal form. It differs, from being in normal form in that some subterm may still be busy with
rewriting. A term is in normal form if allbfits subterms are in head normal form.

One complete and unsuccessful: search through the rewrite rules suffices for the node to be
sure that it is in head -normal form. --The children (and deeper descendants) that were.involved
apparently answered the matching request and therefore were in head; normal form themselves (as we
said before, no messages other than those pertaining to reference counting, are answered prior to
finishing task. 1, which means prior to arriving in head normal form). Such children will not change
their function symbol any more, so another search through- the rewrite rules would give the same
result.

Because--,of the preprocessing of the rewrite rules described before, a search through the
rewrite rules, can-restrict.itself to those rewrite rules that have, the same lhs top function symbol as the
node itself. For each such rule a loop is made through the children of the lhs term. If a, child is a
variable, .then matching is obvious. Otherwise, a message .is sent to -the child of the node to determine
if it matches with the corresponding child of the lhs term. This loop runs, from left to right through the
children (in a node the children are stored in, an array, from left to right means from low to high
indices). The first child that answers in the negative, causes the child loop and the rewrite rule to -be
abandoned. Then the node goes on with the next rewrite rule; if it happened to be the last one, the
node concludes it is in head normal form, and -goes on with task 2, which is an infinite ANSWER
ANY loop. The method by which the matching is done, is a straightforward recursive procedure. As
aside effect, it gathers the values of the lhs. variables, just in case the matching is successful. If the
matching is not successful,- this is a waist of time. If it is, it prevents a. separate, communication
intensive, descent through the children for the the variable values. Measurements have
shown that on a whole, this gives a shorter run time:

When a matching rewrite rule is found (in, case of an ambiguous TRS, this is always the first
matching rule in the original. ordering of the TRS. in, the ASF specification) the node, starts to do. a
rewrite. The values of the variables in the lhs term:of=the rule have been determined as a side effect of
the matching procedure. As was explained before, these variables are denoted by numbers that can
serve.as index numbers in the array of variable values. The construction of the new active term,
corresponding with the rhs of the rewrite rule is again a simple recursive process, only slightly
complicated by the reference counting mechanism. The main tool in this creation process is a-method
createActTerm, to be sent to a passive term and which returns an active-copy of this term.: the
corresponding function symbols are the same, and each child is an active copy of the corresponding
child. This method has as one of its parameters the array-ofvariable. values. When in the recursive
process of this method a variable is encountered, the value of 'this variable is returned.
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First of all, the old children are sent a reference4ininus_1 'message: They w: ll- -soon- be
overwritten by the new children. Then a distinction has to-be.:made between the rhs being a variable
or not. If it is a variable, the active term to be created already exists and should -replace the node but
this active term cannot be given the right connections to the parent of the node. Therefore the node
extracts the relevant information (function symbol and array of children) from this active term object.
Then this active term object is sent a reference-minusl message and is abandoned.

If the rhs of the applicable rewrite- rule is not a,variable, the node creates-each new child
separately by'sending, the createActTerm message with the proper parameters to the corresponding
child of the rhs term. Then the function symbol is copied from the rhs _term_;and other information. is
adjusted.

The rewriting strategy..
The rewriting strategy is first of all anon-deterministic. strategy It is not some kind of parallel

strategy (like parallel outermostorparallel innermost) nor a sequential strategy. It has a tendency
towards parallel innermost as nodes have to wait for child nodes that they really need. ;The-child node
has to arrive in head normal form- first., Nodes- that are not needed in a rewrite (because they
correspond variable in the lhs of the rewrite rule) are, not forced to rewrite themselves; but still this
may happen. So the strategy may fail to findsa:path. towards termination.but, in lesscases than real
innermost strategies.

Alternative creation method.
One might be tempted to use the method applied in the case that the term-,of the rewrite rule

is a variable, in both cases. This means- that- -in-.both cases, a=createActTerm message is sent to the rhs
term and then the-node. extracts the relevant information from this new -active term:-But this would
have the following undesirable effect:. The, new active term will not -answer the- extract
before it has arrived in. : headnorniahform. So,-- if this takes, let us say, n rewrites at the top of the
subterm we are talking about, this creation method will be applied n times the node obtains
its final version, a- stack of n- waiting nodes is created,' each with a set of obsolete children; wand the
head normal form information would have to be handed up from. the bottom of stack to the top.

object allocation m:ecani,sin
A part of ,the rewriting process--which is- an independent addition to the. program, is the

allocation strategy by which new active term objects are distributed over the available processors.
Therefore we have notmentioned it in the description -above and treat-it here in a separate section.
Processors can be denoted by= integer numbers. Below we, will ,be: talking about processors .and
integers interchangeably.

In the course of development of this., program, a number of allocation strategies have been
tested and finally a strategy which" we will call the interval- strategy came out as best (of the strategies
tested) although a random allocation strategy was equally good in performance but somewhat more
complicated to program. In the` interval -strategy, the creation routine has two integer parameters,
denoting the lower bound and upper bound of an integer interval. Both values are stored in instance
variables and the new active node is allocated on the lower bound. When this node intends to create
an array of children, the interval is split up into a number. of subintervals (equal in length as far as this
is with, integers) equal in number to the number of children to be created-. The upper and
lower bound of these intervals are then used as=the-first two integer arguments-for the creation of the
corresponding child.- In the program we have chosen the lower bound as the processor on which the
new object is to be allocated, as this takes no further calculation

After a while, these intervals become smaller and smaller and eventually, they become one
element intervals. An active node that receives such a one element interval, will use the whole interval
of. processors again but not- simply [1, 'number of processors]. This would mean that this interval
would be used more often than any other interval and processor-a -would be overloaded. Therefore
the own processor number is subtracted from this interval. This is the interval that the node, uses to
split up when creating a number of.children.In- the long rung this may lead to large (negative) numbers
but that is no problem as the system also applies a. of processors) operation to a
number that denotes a processor.

5.7.2 An instructive but unsuccessful alternative allocation strategy'
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. t Another allocation strategy described here is based on the following argument: As each -node
only sends -messages to its children, it is obvious that the, only communication is between children
and parents. So if one wants to decrease the amount of inter-processor communication, one might try
the use of an allocation strategy such that several consecutive generations:, stay on the same processor.
This is rather straightforward-to-implement, each node receives a.?number that denotes its generation,
etc. Measurements with the simulator revealed however that the= negative effects of a coarser .grain
size,, the decreased balancing of loads between -processors, is a stronger effect. Indeed, with
allocating -thicker, layers of the graph on each processor, inter-processor ,communication time
decreased. But run time increased. The reason for this is no doubt that the local work (work not
involving inter-processor communication) of each node (the table of rewrite rules and auxiliary tables
are local), is already quite- extensive and apparently -needs no further increase.

6. ?Ferfoiftunaufce measurements with the Fool-X si iulator

6.1 In this section we present some performance measurements of our term rewriting program.
For each of the 5 TRS's treated in section 3, we have measured the speedup in the reduction of 1 or 2
terms that take a substantial amount of work. The speedup is measured for several numbers of
processors. For each of these TRS's we try to give an analysis of the amount of inherent parallelism
that the terms contain.

The values we give, are speedup values compared with an execution of the same program on a
single processor.' Actually this is not the most relevant value. If one wants to know how attractive a
parallel program is, then the speedup compared with the best available sequential program should be
considered. But even this value is -no absolute measure. The effort needed to write the program is of
considerable importance too. The speedup values as we give them are at least a good measure- for the
amount of parallelism that the program achieves for each TRS. It is not a measure for the quality- of
the program as a whole. It may for instance occur that an improvement to the program reduces the run
time but also reduces the speedup values.

The measured speedup values are definitely less than what we hoped for when we started this
project. We can mention several reasons for this but it. is hard to find out how important each of these
reasons are. What would be-most needed is a execution monitor by which one can-see what
is going on in the program. For instance with the possibility to stop the execution on all processors at
the same moment and then to ask which objects are allocated where, which objects are waiting for a
message or an answer etc. Still we have the impression that the low speedup values are mainly due to

the main idea (each node is an active object) which leads to fine grain parallelism and too
many objects, most of which have only a very small task to do.
the task 1 before task 2 decision (see 5.6.1) which reduces the amount of parallelism;
the object allocation strategy used in the program which is not related to the TRS being
processed;

'o' -tthe-scheduling strategy which is not control and therefore cannot be
related to a specific 'IRS.

6.1.2 - The analysis of the inherent parallelism for each our example TR.S's, aims- at
determining the speedup on a machine with an infinite of processors and an infinite memory.
Moreover the machine follows the ideal rewriting strategy. Of course, the speedup is a property of a
term, rather than of the TRS.

The first step of the analysis consists of determining, for each rewrite rule, the number of
independent redexes -(i eflexes that do not need- to wait for`each other) it produces. That is where
possible parallelism is created.

Let us consider an arbitrary closed (variable-free) term in an arbitrary TRS and suppose that
one of the rules of the TRS is applicable to this term at the top. Applying this rule, we get a reduct, a
closed term that corresponds with the rhs term of the applied rule in which the variables have been
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replaced by certain other closed terms (which we will: call the varvalues). We want to know how
many independent redexes have come into existence by the rewrite: To that aim, we have to make
several case distinctions. If the rhs is a variable, 0 new redexes have been created. If it is not,- there
may have been created a redex, at the top or tin one of the' subterms of the reduct. But the pattern of
such a redex has to dive into the varvalues, otherwise arewrite would be, applicable to the rhs of one
of the rewrite rules. For our purposes, we may assume that this is not possible. For confluent
strongly normalizing TRS's, it is always possible to replace such a rule by .,a finite number of rules, to
the rhs's of which no rewrite rule is immediately applicable [BKM, 5.3.7]. In our examples, only
TRS3 contains -rules for which the rhs is not in normal form.

By the property of our program that aaubterm can only be -accessed for matching after it has
arrived in head normal. form,' we =may suppose that the varvalues' are already in normal form. By
substituting the possible patterns of normal forms for the rhs variables, we can easily determine for
each rule in our example TRS's, the number of independent redexes.

The next step of the analysis considers a specific term for which we somehow try to determine
the maximal possible speedup. One way to do this is determining the total number of rewrites (for the
shortest path to normal form) and the minimal number of inevitably sequential rewrites. The quotient
of these two numbers,, gives some impression of the possible, speedup Of course, this reasoning
assumes all rewrites toy be equally time-expensive.

[.2 ] m ( n ) , .. = S (m+ri )
0' 4

[.4] m * S(n)_. = m*n+m
[5] m. 0 S(Q)
[6] m ^ S (n) = (m A n). *

Let us consider a term of the form m.^ n. This is rewri.tten: into a term. of the form

(..((S(0) *m)*,m)...*m)

'The m +1 reductions that lead to this term have to be done sequentially but in the mean time the
reductions for the * -redexes can be done in parallel. Each of these *-redexes lead to a term (with in
sum terms) of-the,formr ..

(....(0 +,p)-+ p) ... +P).

'So we obtain n such terms (which we will call layers), where the p of the next layer equals (is a
reference to) the previous layer. This leads to a total of m A n applications of equation 2, where each
time at least m such applications (those in one layer) can be done in parallel. Moreover the next layer
can start reducing as soon as S's appear at the top of the previous layer. This gives some extra
parallelism which largely compensates the lower, speedup in the starting phase of he reduction.The
inherent speedup of NAT for- a term of the form m A..h therefore is at least m.

6.2.2'
.Measurements

Fdr NAT

Term- S(S-(0)).A S(S(S(S(S(S(S(S(S(S(0)))))))))) 2A: 10 in normal notation),
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6.2 The TRS NAT.

6.2.1 Inherent parallelism.

number of ind. redexes
[1] m+ 0 =m 0

+ S 1
[3] m * 0 = 0

2
= 0

n) m 2

:
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1.4

1.2

1

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0
1

Speedup

,5
processors

Ifwe increase the rn in m ^ n, a better speedup can. he expected :

Term : S(S(S(S(S(S(S(S(S(S(0)))))))))) ^ S(S(S(0))) (10 ^ 3)

Speedup

5 10 20
,processors

We see in this graph that the speedup has indeed improved but is still far below the inherent speedup.

6.3 The TRS BinNum.

6.3.1 Inherent parallelism.

[1] 0 1 x = x
[2] x I (Y I z) _ (x + y) I z
[3] x + 0 = x
[4] 0. + x = x
[5] 1 + 1 = 1 1 0

[6] 1- + (x y) = x I (y + 1)
[71 (x I y) +1=x I (y + 1)
[8] (x I Y) + (z I. 0) _ (x + z
[9] (x I Y) + (z I

1) _ (x + z )

[10] x * 0 = 0
[11] 0 * x = 0
[12] x * 1 = x

indep.redexes:

0

1

0
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x
(Y 1 0) = x Y 10 1 O

(Y 1 0) x* y I Y I'0
(Y I 1) = x * y' I -x 10

Y y Y)
11,

1

[201 0x=0
[21] 1 "-x = 1
[22] x (y

1
0)[23]

x
^

(y l

1)

22

Comment on equation 2 ylz in hnf => z= 0 or 4

This TRS is much harder to analyse than the previous one.--The amount of work for an
average term, is much less than in the case of NAT, as BinNum expresses a much more efficient way
for doing arithmetic. Therefore only a small amount of parallelism is created and indeed, as one can
see in the plot below, in the program this parallelism is completely lost in the overhead.

Term : 11OA-( 11010101010)

Speedup

2 5

processors

6.4 The TRS Fibo, numbers of Fibonacci.

6.4.1 Inherent parallelism.

[1] 0 1'.x = x -

[21 x I (y I z:) (x + y) I z
[3] x + 0`_ x
[4]
[5]
[6]
[7]

0 + x = x
1 + 1_ = 1 1 0
1 + (x [ y) = x I (y + 1)
(x

I y) + 1 x I (y + 1)
[8] (x I Y) + (z I `0) _ (x + z ) I

[9] (x I. Y) + (z 1) = (x + z ) :I
[10] 1 - 1 = 0
[11] x 1 0 1 x - 1 l 1
[12] x 1 1 1 x l 0
[13] x l 0 - (1 1 0) = (x - 1) I 0
[14] x 1 1 - (1 I 0) = (x - 1) I 1

10 20

indepen. redexes.
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[13] 1 * x =
[14] x 1 0* *
[151 x 1 1* =
[16] x 1 0*
[171 x 1 1 * ( 1 1) = x * I (x + 11
[18] x 0 =
[19] x 1 = x

-- order dependency!

^ _ (x * x) ^ Y
^ _ (x * x) y * x

:

_
= x

=
Y

1 (y + 1}

0
1

0
0
0
1
1

1

2
0
1

0
1

1
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[15] Fibo(O) = 1 0
[16] Fibo (l) = i. 0
[ 1 7 ] Fibo (x) = Fibo (x - 1 ) + Fibo (x - (1 1 0) ) 2

Most of the parallelism is of course produced by equation 17. We can obtain the potential speedup
by counting the total number of actions divided by the number of actions in :the shortest necessarily
sequential path to normal form. The path must be such that the other rewrites, necessary to arrive in
normal form, can be done in parallel. An easy analysis shows that the. number of calls on Fibo for
Fibo(n) equals 2 * Fibo(n+l) - 1 and the number of additions equals Fibo(n+1) - 1. As the additions
are considerably much more work than the applications of equation 17, we only consider the
additions. The shortest path of additions (the additions in the left-most path in the expansion tree for
Fibo(n)) has length n-1. Therefore the potential speedup is about Fibo(n+1)/n (we drop of course the
-1's, the result is far too inaccurate to take them along). We have left-, out of consideration the
difference in the amount of work for additions high up in the expansion tree or low down.
Nevertheless it is clear that the possible speedup for Fibo(n) grows exponentially in n. For Fibo(12),
the above estimate gives about 30.

6.4.2 Measurements for Fibo.

Term : Fibo(1 111010)

1

6.5 ,The 7R S -D*ffff.

64;1, Inherent parallelism.

2

Speedup

10

processors

20 40 80

indep.,redexes
[1] D(id) 1 0
[2] D (0) 0 0
[3] D (1) 0 0
[4] 'D(2) 0 0

[5] D (exp) exp 0
[6] D(ln) 1 / id 0
[7] D(sin) cos 0

[8] D (cos) - sin 0

[ 9 ] D (tg) 1 / (cos ^ 2) 0
[10] D (- u) D (u) 1

[111 D (u + v) D (u) + D (v). 2
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[12] D (u * v)
[13] D (u / v)

= D (u) * v +
_

(u * D (v) )

- (D (u) * v + - (u * D (v) )) / (v 2)
[14] D :(u v). = v * (u> (v

(u ^ v * (ln
+
.o.

1) * .D (u)
u) * D(v))

[15] D (u .o.

-- the

= D (u) o. v * D (v)

remaining equations serve the. purpose,of<
_ 'simplifying
[16J- id o. u
[17] u -'.o:.:'=id
[18] 0
[ 19] - u
[20--]
[21]
[22']
[23]
[24]
[25]
[26]
[27]
[28]
[29]
[30]
[31]
[32]
[33]
[34]
[35]
[36]
[37]
[38]
[39]
[40]
[41]
[42]
[43]
[44]

0°u + u
:U- + 0
1 + 1
2 -+ -1
-1 + 2
0 * u
u * 0

1 * u
u * 1

0 / u
u / 1

0 u
u ^ 01u
u 1

0 .o. u
1 .o. U
2 o. u
exp .o. 0

In o. 1

sin o. 0

cos .o. 0

tg o. 0

(u + v) +

(u * v) *

expressions-.

w
w

0

dependency:0^O = 0

u + (v+w),..
= u (v w)

2

2

24

For equations 16= through 42, the-number of: independent redexes in the rhs equals 0. For equations
43 and 44, it is at most 1. If u in equation 43 has the form ul + u2, then there may be two redexes in
the rhs but only on of them is; new. This TRS is too complicated to allow sensible estimates for
potential speedup values. As the number of applications of parallelism creating rules is equal to the,
number of binary operators in the function expression and the amount of work and communication
for the building of the rhs; terms is quite extensive, one should not -ha=ve. any high expectations
concerning the speedup in this TRS.
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6,5. 2 Measurements for Diff.

Term-: D(D(D(ln.o:- (tg / exp))))

1.6

1.4

1:2

1

0.8
0.6

0.4
0.2

0

=processors

Leaving out the simplifying rules, you get the following graph :.

6.6 The TRS- TRS3.

6.6.1 Inherent parallelism.

[1] a = b(c,c,c,c)
[2] c = d(e,e,e,e)
[3] e = f(g,g.g,g)
[4] g h(i,i,i,i)
[5] 'i = j (k, k, k, k)
16] k 1

[7] j (1, 1, 1, 1) = m
[8] h(m,m,m,m) = n
[9] f(n,n,n,n) p
[10] d(p,p,p,p) = q
[11] b(q,q,q,q) = r

5

processors

4

10 20

indepen., redexes.
4

0
0
0

0,
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In order to obtain the potential speedup for the term a, -tho quotient of the total
number of rewrites and the length of the longest necessarily sequential path. We have to take into
consideration that some rewrites take more time than others. Applications of 1 through 5 require some
term building, no matching. Applications of equation 6 requires no matching and no term building.
The remaining equations require some matching. If we call the time consumption of the three different
kinds of equations cl, c2 and c3 respectively, we can derive for the speedup for the term a, the
expression

1/3 .45 (c1+c3) + 45 C2
---------------------------------

5-(cl+c3) + C2

As c2 is much less than cl and c3, we may substitute zero for it and thus we obtain as lower bound
approximately 70.

Of course, this kind of TRS serves no other purpose than having excellent parallelism properties.
They can further be improved by more layers. (more equations of the 1-5 type) and by more
arguments. Then a lower bound for the speedup can be given by

a ^ p / (p (a - 1)) where a = number of arguments
p = number of layers.

The number of processors needed to obtain maximal speedup is rather high but only a small part of
them can be kept at work most of the time. This is, apart from the usual reasons why measured
speedups of our program stay way behind the optimal. values, one of the reasons that the plot below
does not show any significant improvement in the speedup when we go from 40 to 80 processors.

6.6.2 Measurements for TRS3.

Term : a

Speedup..

10f

8

2

a E

1 2 5 10, 20 40 80
processors
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7. Conclusions.

In Pool2 it is rather easy to write a parallel term rewriting program. If however one wants to
have some sensible parallelism, then a simple straightforward program is utterly inadequate. In this
way, a term rewriting program has too much communication and other parallelism overhead.

A term rewriting program can process an arbitrarily complex input and is therefore, to a
certain extent, comparable to a compiler for a normal programming language. It is about as difficult to
write a term rewriting program which gives on average a good parallelization for an arbitrary TRS, as
it is to write a compiler which does the same thing for an arbitrary program in a normal programming
language.

TRS's and functional programming languages are considered to be able to approach the
performance of imperative languages, while program development is often considerably easier,
especially in certain problem areas. In order to achieve this performance, certainly in a parallel
implementation, at least the following have to be done :

one has to use the most advanced methods (supercombinators, strictness analysis, etc. [PJ])
that have shown their usefulness in sequential implementations;
the program processing the TRS or the functional language program should work like a
compiler and return a piece of native code for the target machine (and should not be an
interpreter like our program);
one must have some system of pragmas.toihdicate, in the program or in the TRS, how the
compiler should organize parallelism; -

the compiler must be able to recognize a large number of special situations, occurring often
in real life programs and TRS's,and, should know how to translate these efficiently;
an extensive library of frequently used procedures, implemented efficiently and well-
parallelized, should be written; .

one should become aware of what situations do occur often; and what procedures are often
needed in "practice", which is of course application area dependent.

Concerning the language Pool, we would like to remark that it is far from obvious that object
scheduling can be left to the language implementor. Object scheduling can have a great influence on
the performance of a program and a good scheduling strategy often needs knowledge that only the
programmer has (or not even the programmer).

As programs will often, have to run on machines with a number of processors larger than the
optimal number for the program, or on multi-user machines, the following is an almost indispensable
(but difficult to realize) property of object allocation strategies. A strategy must be such that a larger
number of processors available cannot deteriorate the performance of the program. Simple strategies
like random allocation are notoriously missing this property. A way to approximate this property is to
make sure that the strategy will not use more processors than a certain maximum. This maximum to
be built in, can be estimated by the programmer or can be determined by test runs. Of course, it
usually will be dependent on the input to the program.

We cannot sufficiently stress the importance of ;monitoring tools, software that can tell you
what is going on in your program, where time is wasted, why processors are idle, why objects have
to wait so long for answers, etc. A typical execution run may easily produce thousands of objects.
The amount of information concerning what all these objects are doing is of course unmanageable
without software support. A good deal of thought will have to be spent on how such monitoring tools
should look like and how they should structure all this information.

The present state of writing parallel programs is that organizing the parallelism is almost
always a substantial part of the total development effort and often the most difficult part. Moreover,
the way it is done is most often strongly problem and machine specific. As we have shown in section
4 on parallelism, making a program parallel is a complex operation to be applied to an already
complex object. The tool that in our view is most needed, is some kind of quantitative analysis of the
time consumption in an execution run of a parallel program. The notion of "grainsize" is a coarse
kind of such an analysis, on itself not very useful. Increasing the grainsize will only have some
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effect if certain other aspects, like the load balancing, do not- deteriorate, but this is usually; not so
easy to assure. Such a quantitative analysis should be based on a kind of simplifying modelling of the
execution of a parallel program. One should find out which simplifications can be applied that still
allow meaningful results. We have not been able to find any work on this subject, maybe there has
not yet been any research on it. But it;should be possible to obtain something better than. "grainsize",
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9. Appendix.

29

9.1L
:.

Below we give the,'outpui of the,Poo1-%-simulator for the twoexample pr'ograriis in section
and the source code of the relevant part of our term rewriting program.

9.2.1_ Simulator output for LocalLoops :

MONITOR FILE: LocalLoops

--- NETWORK TOPOLOGY ---

- Topology: Generalized chordal ring
- Nodes: 10

- Chords: 1

- Length(s): 1

- Degree: 2

- Diameter:
5

- C/P: 10

--- SYSTEM STATISTICS ---

- Run time: 26.08 msec
Seq. time (T1). 193.86 msec

- Total Comm. time: 0.96
Total Idle time: 65.97
Speed-up: 7.43
Parallel Index: 7.47
Efficiency: 0.74

- Quality: .5.50
- System. utilization: 74.70 %
- Grain size: 27.15

T1 /Tcomm: 201.84
COmm/(RT*nodes): 0.37 %

--- NODE STATISTICS ---

NODE %UTIL %COMM/UTIL %IN/TOT oOUT/TOT.,
0 5.02 36.02 0'.00 0.00
1 82.45 0.25 0.00 0.00
2 82.45 0.25 0.00 0.00
3 82.45 0.25 0.00 0.00
4 82.45 0.25 0.00 0.00
5 82.45 0.25 0.00 0.00
6 82.45 0.25 0.00 0.00
7 82.45 0.25 0.00 0.00
8 8.2.45 0.25 0.00 -0.00
9 82.45 0.25 0.00 0.00

We have omitted several additional tables, for -instance concerning the inter-processor
communication, which are filled out with O for this simple program.
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9.2.2 Simulator outpu _ for PingPong

Below we give the simulator output for the execution of Pin
processors:

MONITOR FILE: PingPong

'ong, first on4l:processor and then on, 2

- NETWORK TOPOLOGY ---

- Topology: Generalized chordal ring
- Nodes: 1

- Degree; 0

- Diameter: 0

- C/P: 0

--- SYSTEM STATISTICS ---

- Run time: 938.67 msec
- Seq. time (T1): 938.67 msec,
- Total Comm. time,. 0.00
- Total Idle time: 0.00

Speed-up.: 1.00
- Parallel Index: 1.00

Efficiency: 1.00
- Quality: 1..00

- System utilization:' 100.00 %
Grain size:, 1567580384919552.00
T1/Tcomm: 1567580374408192."00

- Comm/ (RT*nodes) 0.00 `%'

NODE STATISTICS

NODE %UTIL %COMM/UTIL %IN/TOT %OUT/TOT
0 100.00 0.00 100.0:0 10,0 :00

--- NETWORK TRAFFIC---

1 0

0 1100.00

--= SYSTEM-PROFILE ---

----------------------------- UNIT PingPong'* ---- - _-
CLASS PingPonger

METHOD #LOCAL #REMOTE %REMOTE
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copy 0 0 0.00
take 20000 0 0.00

ROUTINE
id
new 2

For 2 processors:

MONITOR FILE:. PingPong

--- NETWORK TOPOLOGY ---

- Topology: Generalized chordal ring
- Nodes: 2

- Chords: 1

- Length(s): 1
- Degree: 1

- Diameter: 1

C/P: 1

--- SYSTEM STATISTICS ---

- Run time: 3756.12 msec
- Seq. time (T1): 831.33 msec
- Total Comm. time: 2174.96
- Total Idle time: 4505.95-
- Speed-up: 0.22
- Parallel Index: 0.80
- Efficiency: 0.11
- Quality: 0.01
- System utilization: 40.02 %

F
- Grain size: 1.73
- Tl/Tcomm: 0.38
- Comm/(RT*nodes): 28.95 %

--- NODE STATISTICS ---

NODE %UTIL %COMM/UTIL %IN/TOT %OUT/TOT
0 40.02 72.34 50.00 50.00
1 40.01 72.35- 50.00 50.00

--- NETWORK TRAFFIC ---

1 .0
+ ----------

0 1 0.00 50.00
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1 150.00 0.00

--- SYSTEM PROFILE ---

------------------------------- UNIT PingPong --------------------- I

P-ingPonger

METHOD #LOCAL #REMOTE %REMOTE
copy 0 0 0.00
take 0 20000 100.00

ROUTINE
id

#CALLS
0

new 2

9.3 Source code of the rewriting program.

In this section one can find that part of the source code that directly pertains to the rewriting
definitions of passive and active terms, matching, active term creation, reference counting' and the
interval allocation strategy. All 10 and ASF parsing have been omitted.

IMPL UNIT PasActTerms

USE Poor

Nodes

%% Unit Poor contains the driver which
%% parses the ASF specification, reads the
%% terms to be normalized and prints the
%% normal forms.

%% Here node means processor. This unit
%% contains the primitives needed for
%% object allocation.

CLASS PasTermObj %% defines the passive term objects

NEWPAR( mainsymbol par : Symbol,
pasChild par : Array(PasTermObj),
is var_par : Bool, ..

is needed var par : Bool) %% par means parameter

VAR arityms GETTABLE := #pasChild par.: %% arity main symbol
mainsymbol GETTABLE PUTTABLE = mainsymbol_par

%% if the mainsymbol is a variable it may change
pasChild GETTABLE := pasChild par
is_var GETTABLE : is varpar
is_needed_var GETTABLE is_needed_var par

%% needed variables are variables that also occur in the rhs
myNodeNumber := Node.my NodeO@Int %% node means processor
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METHOD createActTerm(varValues : Array(ActTermObj),
firstproc, lastproc : Int) : ActTermObj

this method returns an active term copy of the passive term
%% that receives the message.
%% createActTerm also takes care of the reference counting.
%% firstproc and lastproc form the interval of processors
%% according to the interval allocation strategy.
TEMP actTermArray : Array(ActTermObj)

halfarity := arityms / 2 %% serves the purpose of rounding in
%% integer arithmetic.

factor := lastproc - firstproc
BEGIN

IF is var THEN
varValues [mainsymbol]' !!= ref' count plusl O ;
RESULT varValues[mainsymbol)

ELSE
actTermArray := Array(ActTermObj).new(1, -arityms)

(* ALLOC AT firstproc *);
IF factor = 0 THEN
FOR d FROM 1 TO ari-tyms DO

actTermArray[d] pasChild[d]
createActTerm(varValues,
firstproc + d;
firstproc + d + number-of-nodes 1)

OD
ELSE

FOR d FROM 1 TO arityms DO
actTermArray[d] := pasChild[d]

createActTerm(varValues,
(firstproc + d + ((d - 1)

*factor+haifarity)/arityms),
(firstproc + d + (d*factor + halfarity)/arityms))

OD
FI;
RESULT ActTermObj.new(maihsymbol,actTermArray,

firstproc, lastproc)
(*ALLOC AT firstproc*)

FI
END createActTerm

END PasTermObj

%%-----------------------------------------------

GLOBAL varValues_size := 8 %% TRS's with rew.rules containing more
%% than varValues size variables in one
%% rule, cannot be processed.

CLASS ActTermObj
%% These are the active term objects that are supposed to rewrite
%% themselves.

NEWPAR(mainsymbol par : Symbol,
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actChild_par : Array(ActTermObj),
firstproc, lastproc : Int)

VAR mainsymbol GETTABLE inainsynbo1par ,% the function symbol
arityms GETTABLE-,= # actChild par
actChild GETTABLE := actChild par
myNodeNumber : = Node. my, Node O @-Int
in hnf : = FALSE , t %% hn f = .head normal ~form.
applicRule : Int ',h

rewRules := rewRules_per_node[myNodeNumber]
symbol _lhstable := symbol -hs_tabae per- node.

the rewrite rules with the same lhs top function symbol
%% are located contiguously. The =starting and end indexes
%% of these blocks are put in this array,

ref count 1

varvalues : = Array- (ActTermOb;j) . new-(1, varvalues_size.),

METHOD match and fillVarValues (lhsterm,,:- P.asTermObj,
varValues_par Array (ActTermObj) ) : Bool

%% the variable values are gathered during the matching, just in
%% case the matching might be successful
TEMP answer -:Boot`
BEGIN

IF lhsterm@isvar THEN.
IF lhsterm@is needed var THEN

varValues par[lhsterm@mainsymbol] SELF
FI;
RESULT TRUE`

ELSE
answer := mans,ymbol lhsterm@mainsymbol;
FOR d FROM 1 TO arityms WHILE answer DO

answer :-_ actChiid[d1,!match and fillVarV-alues(

OD;
RESULT answer

FI
END match and fillVarValues

lhsterm@pasChi1d[d]varValuespar)

METHOD ref count plusl'O
BEGIN

ref_count := ref_count l+ 1;

END ref count plusl

METHOD ref_count_minuslO
BEGIN

ref count := ref count 1;
END ref count minusl-

INTERNAL METHOD,test ref -count.O-
BEGIN

IF CONDANS(ref count miriusl) THEN
WHILE

CONDANS(ref__count

.plusl, ref_count_minusl) DO OD;
IF ref count < 1, THEN

FOR d FROM 1 TO aritymsDO
actChild[d] !! ref count minusl()

OD;
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WHILE ref count <'l DO-'
standard out, !- write String("in the ref count loop.\
ANSWER(ref count plusl, ref count minusl)

OD;

FOR d FROM 1 TO 'arityms- -DO
actChild[d] !! ref court plus l(=)

OD
-

FI
FI

END test ref count

rewrite ( )INTERNAL METHOD do- a-TEMP
apRuleRhs rewRules[applicRule]@2var_count

:= rewRules[applicRule]@3
halfarity : Int
factor := lastproc - firstproc

BEGIN
%% The values of the variables in the lhs of the applicable
%% rewrite rule have been gathered during the matching.

test ref count ( ) ;

FOR d, FROM 1 TO arityms DO
actChild[d] !! ref_count_minusl();

OD;

IF apRuleRhs@is var THEN °

t

I

%% the new active -term object already exists` and it must be the
%% first value of the array of variable values. As there is' only
%% one variable in the rhs, there is exactly one-needed-variable
%% in the is necessarily denoted by 1

(see the section on preprocessing-of the rewrite rules).
%% The data of the new active term is copied into the node.
%% Then this active term becomes garbage. At thenext'rewrite
%% its reference in varValues[1] is overwritten and it can
%% indeed be removed by the garbage collector-,
%% No ref count minusl message needs to active
%% term, as this is already in hnf and answering permanently
%% after the,next statement (it wouldn't answer otherwise)

actChild = varValues[1] @actChild;
mainsymbol := varValues[1] @ mainsymbol;
arityms := # actChild;.

ELSE
mainsymbol := apRuleRhs @ mainsymbol;
arityms := apRuleRhs @ arityms;
halfarity := arityms /_2;
actChild := Array(ActTermObj).new(l, arityms');
IF factor = 0 THEN

%% this condition has to do `with"the -interval allocation
%%-strategy.

FOR d FROM 1 TO arityms DO
actChild[d] := apRuleRhs@pasChild[d] !
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OD
ELSE

createActTe;rm(varValues,
firstproc. + .d,

-jfirstpr-oc ± d + number of nodes - 1)

FOR d FROM 1 TO arityms. DO
act-Child[d] := apRuleRhs@pasChi,ld[d]

OD
FI

F I,;

END do a rewrite

VAR found : Bool
matching answer : Bool

BODY %% of ActTermObj

cr e at,eAct T e rm- (va rV a l ue s,,,
(firstproc + d + ((d - 1)*

halfarity) /arityms),
(firstproc + d + (.d*factor

halfarity)/arityms))

WHILE - in hnf DO ,

%% determine applicable rew.rule
found := FALSE;

test. ref count O ;

factor +

IF (mainsymbol >= symbol lhs, table@lb) &
(mainsymbol < symbol lhs_table@ub) THEN

IF symbol_lhs table[mainsymbol] - NIL THEN
FOR, r FROM symbol_,lhs table [mainsymbol]:@--1 TO

symbol lhs tablee[r ainsymbol ]-@2 'WHILE found DO
matching answer TRUE;
FOR d FROM 1 TO arityms WHILE matching-answer DO
matching answer := actChild[d] !

match and f_illVarValues-(rewRule,s [r] @.1@

OD;,_
found := matching answer;

pasChild[d],, varValue.s)

IF, found THEN appli.cRule-:= r FI
OD;

FI;
FI;

test ref count () ;
IF found THEN do_a_rewrite O
ELSE in_hnf TRUE
FI

OD;

WHILE TRUE DO ANSWER-ANY. OD

YDOB
END ActTermObj
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